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Fire and Rain
An ethical priority of professional engineers and planners is
to work always and everywhere to maintain the public’s
health, safety and welfare.  People should not be placed in
harm’s way.  Engineers design structures to withstand
snow, earthquakes, and windstorms.  Planners implement
standards to avoid new houses in flood zones, near
hazardous sites, and away from slide and avalanche zones.  

In our region, wildfire remains the most serious threat to
our property and safety.  Statewide standards provide for
basic fuel clearing, water storage, and secondary access. 
But we need to do more.

It may seem counter-intuitive to think about fire safety
now, in the middle of winter, where much needed storms
are finally drenching our woods and giving us hope for the
beginning of drought relief.  But now is the time to work on
your land and buildings to make them safe when the dry
summer months return.  Workers now enjoy cool weather
and metal tools striking rocks won’t start a fire.

As I drive through this region, it is clear that much of our
land is ripe for catastrophic wildfires that will burn from the
ground to the tree tops.  We saw horrible examples of
these fires near Middletown and Jackson this past year. 
There was short notice to dozens of homeowners that
ended up barely escaping with their lives.

We are hearing more and more stories of cancelled fire
insurance and of the difficulty folks are having in finding
new coverage.  We can all expect that our home insurance
premiums will become more expensive.  We can expect
that some companies will send inspectors to our rural
homesites and will levy  ultimatums for remedial actions to
minimize wildfire exposure, as a condition of renewal.

Removing underbrush and lower tree limbs on your
property by hand clearing or mechanical mastication yields
these immediate value added benefits:

• The risk of catastrophic structure and tree loss
from wildfire is greatly reduced.

• The park-like land appearance increases curb
appeal and property value.

• Homeless camps are discouraged where land can
be visually inspected from the street.

• Neighbors will be safer as a result of your reducing
fire danger.

Clearing is best done by hand clearing with the chips left
on-site for mulch, or by mastication by an appropriately
designed cutting head.  Again, shreds should ideally be left
on site as mulch to discourage weeds and sprouts. 
Clearing to bare dirt using earth moving equipment is not
recommended because it often requires a City or County
grading permit.   Brush with dirt on roots is difficult to chip
or burn.  And expensive erosion control is required, usually
consisting of perennial grass mixes and straw mulch.  If
over an acre is graded bare, an expensive Storm Water
Pollution Prevention Plan, with routine professional
monitoring is also required.  Not all land managers may
agree about leaving chips and masticator shreds on-site,
but it returns this organic material from whence it came
and you spare the air by skipping the burning.

We can help you with land surveys that line stake the
boundaries of your land’s treatment area.  This is
economical insurance against inadvertent trespass on your
neighbor’s land.  Call anytime for a free estimate, and
consider protecting your investment in land with fuel
reduction.
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